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Introduction to the Muon g-2 Experiment

Introduction to Q-method

ADC Counts

The Muon g-2 Experiment (E989) at Fermilab aims to measure
the muon anomalous magnetic moment to a precision of 140 ppb,
which will be a fourfold improvement over the previous BNL E821
experiment[1].
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Figure from [2]

can serve as a test for new theories.
The muon has a relatively long lifetime
of 2.2 µs and a mass 207 times
electron mass The heavier mass
increases the sensitivity of aµ to new
physics.

Explanation of the Measurement

With a higher precision, the muon g-2
experiment at Fermilab aims to resolve
this discrepancy together with an
improved calculation by theorists.

ωa = ωc − ωs

• Less sensitive to gain variation comparing to traditional analysis
• Less sensitive to pileup effect.
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ωc is the cyclotron frequency
ωs is the spin precession frequency

ωa

• Q-method is the most different analysis we have on ω a in the same experiment

Advantages

The parity-violating muon decay process:
+
+
µ → e νe ν¯µ
yeilds an anisotropic positron distribution,
thereby modulating the time-energy
distributions of decay positrons with the
anomalous frequency:

After injection, muons revolve around the storage
ring under the influence of the magnetic field. The
muon spin also precesses in magnetic field.

Measurement of
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eB
ωa = aµ
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• GPUs in DAQ for fast data processing

Challenges
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f (t) = N 0 e − t/τ (1 + Acos (ω a t + φ))
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• Understanding the time-dependent pedestal.
This issue rises from the summation of all the signals from the
digitizers. It pollutes the time structure of the decay positron signals.
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• Understanding uncertainties in the Q-method analysis
PRELIMINARY AND BLINDED
• New method brings new uncertainties
• Coherent Betatron Oscillation
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• 24 calorimeter stations £ 54 ( PbF2 crystals + SiPMs )

• 12 bits @ 800 MHz sampling rate £ 700 µs per fill
• Auxilary detectors and laser calibration systems

Sum of a subrun, in this plot, 47 fills

The previous experiment E821 at BNL
shows a 3.7 sigma discrepancy between
the measurement and the SM calculation.

ADC Counts

Physics Motivation

Single fill, zoomed in

ADC Counts

Q stands for charge. Instead of setting up a threshold and rejecting some events, all the hits in the calorimeters are
stored in the Q-method traces. In this case, it is an analysis on the modulation of the deposited energy itself comparing to that of the counts of events above some set energy threshold
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Current Development Status
• Using GPUs to simulate the process of building Q-method plots enables us to understand pileup, gain
variation and pedestal efftect.
• We have just transitioned from engineering running to production running with a goal of collecting data for
BNL level result by the summer of this year.
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